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Evaluation of Toxic Agent Effects on Lung Cells by Fiber
Evanescent Wave Spectroscopy
PIERRE LUCAS, * DAVID LE COQ, CHRISTOPHE JUNCKF;R, JAYNE COLLIER,
DIANNE E. BOESEWETTER, CATHERINE BOUSSARD-PLEDEL, BRUNO
BUREAU, and MARK R. RILEY
Department of Material Science and Engineering, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721 (P.L" CJ.); Laboratoire de
physicochimie de l'atmosphere, Universite du Littoral, 59140 Dunkerque, France (D.L.C); Department of Agricultural and
Biosystems Engineering, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721 (J.C, D.E.B., M.R.R.); and Laboratoire des Verres et
Ceramiques, UMR-CNRS 6512, Universite de Rennes 1 Campus de Beaulieu, 35042 Rennes, France (CB.-P., B.B.)

Biochemical changes in living cells are detected using a fiber probe
system composed of a single chalcogenide fiber acting as both the
sensor and transmission line for infrared optical signals. The signal
is collected via evanescent wave absorption along the tapered sensing zone of the fiber. We spectroscopically monitored the effects of
the surfactant Triton X-lOO, which serves as a toxic agent simulant
on a transformed human lung carcinoma type II epithelial cell line
(A549). We observe spectral changes between 2800-3000 cm- 1 in
four absorptions bands, which are assigned to hydrocarbon vibrations of methylene and methyl groups in membrane lipids. Comparison of fiber and transmission spectra shows that the present
technique allows one to locally probe the cell plasma membrane in
the lipid spectral region. These optical responses are correlated with
cellular metabolic activity measurements and LDH (lactate dehydrogenase) release assays that indicate a loss of cellular function
and membrane integrity as would be expected in response to the
membrane solubilizing Triton. The spectroscopic technique shows
a significantly greater detection resolution in time and concentration.
Index Headings: Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy; FT-IR
spectroscopy; Chalcogenide glass fiber; Human lung cells; Cell culture; Toxicity monitoring.

INTRODUCTION
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy is recognized as a powerful, nondestructive technique for probing and identifying biomolecules and characterizing individual cells.1,2 The spectral range of FT-IR allows one
to probe the fundamental vibrational modes of functional
groups existing in biomolecules and can provide a highly
specific vibrational fingerprint of microorganisms. Spectral features from the fingerprint region between 4004000 cm- 1 can supply information about the components
as well as the conformation of cellular components. FTIR spectroscopy not only permits observation of changes
occurring at the molecular level within the cell but it is
also very rapid and requires no reagents. Infrared spectroscopy has been applied to evaluate the biochemical
composition of mammalian cells or to discriminate between cancerous and healthy cells. 2- 4 While discriminations can be made between stages of the cell cycle due
to alterations in spectral signatures of nucleic acids,S only
very small differences are apparent between distinct subcellular structures. Analyses of separate cell fractions,
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isolated by sucrose density gradient centrifugation, present the most significant spectral differences in the C-H
stretching region (2800-3000 cm- I ), at the ester carbonyl
stretching band (1737 cm- I ), and in the P0 2 - stretching
region (1089 and 1242 cm- I).2
In this study, we use a fiber based optical biosensor
operating in the mid-infrared. This optical sensor makes
use of an infrared (IR) glass fiber as both a waveguide
and sensing element, which permits remote collection of
IR spectra. The fibers used for collecting IR data are
made from cha1cogenide glasses based on tellurium, arsenic, and selenium. The selected Te 2As 3Se5 (TAS) composition is very suitable since it has an excellent resistance to devitrification and shows a good chemical durability, notably toward water. The transparency domain
of these fibers, 800 to 4000 cm-I, is very attractive as it
corresponds to the region of strong fundamental vibrational modes of organic and biologically relevant molecules including lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids. The
principle of measurement is based on the general concept
of fiber evanescent wave spectroscopy (FEWS).6,7 When
the lightwave is guided through the fiber, part of its E
field extends outside the surface and constitutes the evanescent wave. The detection principle of these optical
fiber sensors is based on the absorption of the evanescent
wave by substances in contact with the fiber surface. This
technique yields IR data very similar to that obtained
with attenuated total reflectance (ATR) spectroscopy.
Fiber based sensors can be used for monitoring biological processes in situ and therefore have potential for
developing innovative endoscopic tools. Keirsse et al.
used FEWS to identify metabolic changes in starved mice
liver tissue and also monitored the dynamics of bacterial
biofilms in real time. 8 The technique allows observation
of metabolic changes at the molecular level, including a
rise of triglyceride content in liver cells and release of
polysaccharides during bacterial swarming.
In this work, we report spectral changes for alveolar
epithelial cells after exposure to a toxic agent. These cells
play an important role in the response of the lung to
injury as they serve as the primary barrier between
breathable air and the blood stream and due to their function of synthesizing and secreting pulmonary surfactant,
by acting as the stem cell for replacement of type I epithelial cells,9 and through secretion of chemokines. lo In
this work, the cell response is studied by monitoring the
spectral absorptions located between 2800-3000 cm- I
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due to hydrocarbon vibrations of methyl and methylene
groups in membrane lipids. The cells are maintained at
near to complete confluence (full coverage of their attachment surface), which inhibits cell replication and thus
reduces variations from cell to cell in their stage of the
growth cycle. When a cytotoxic compound interacts with
an epithelial cell, the cell may alter its metabolism (often
involving a redistribution of energy to produce a variety
of response proteins), may secrete cytokines, or may suffer irreparable damage to vital components including the
cell membrane, protein channels, DNA, or the cytoarchitechture. The metabolism of this epithelial layer is often
one of the first cellular functions altered by the presence
of toxins. ll The surfactant Triton X-100 was used as a
model toxic agent as this disrupts cell membranes and
causes rapid cell death when present at sufficiently high
concentrations, but at levels below those used for total
solubilization of cellular matter.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Cell Culture. A transformed, immortalized alveolar
carcinoma type II epithelial cell line (A549) obtained
from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) from
human origin was maintained in DME media (Sigma
Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO), supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum and 1% antibiotic-antimycotic solution (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), at 37°C and 5% CO2, Cellular response assays of cell metabolism and cell death
were performed after 2 to 24 h of continual exposure to
Triton.
For cytotoxicity experiments, newly confluent cell layers were trypsinized, from a 25 cm2 T-flask, resuspended
in medium, and seeded in 96-well plates with 100 /-1L1
well. Plates were seed with 12500 cells per well, which
corresponds to 25% confluence over each well in the
plate, and then allowed to grow to confluence for 48 h
at 37°C and 5% CO2, After 48 h of growth, the number
of cells per well was approximately 50000 at 100% confluence.
One of the goals of this work was to collect the IR
signatures of viable and metabolically active lung cells
and to follow the change in their optical signatures when
the surfactant Triton was introduced in the solution. All
exposures to Triton and control culture measurements
were performed in serum free medium as some biological
toxins have previously been found to bind strongly to
serum proteins.!2 The serum was washed from the cell
layers by gently removing the seeding medium with a
pipette and then adding 120 /-1L1well of serum free
DMEM-FI2. This rinsing medium was incubated for 30
min and then the process was repeated once again. Exposures were typically performed with 16 replicates (two
columns of a 96-well plate). The final rinsing medium
was removed, and 100 /-1L of the toxic solution was added. The stock solution of the Triton was dissolved in 10
mM PBS (phosphate buffered saline), pH 7.4, to yield a
concentration 10 times greater than the concentration of
interest. The final Triton solution consisted of 10% of the
stock and 90% serum free medium with 1% antibioticantimycotic solution (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis,
MO). All Triton solutions were prepared fresh on the day
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TASFiber
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the experim€ntal setup used for
PEWS experiments.

of the exposure. Two columns of the 96-well plate (16
wells) were devoted to an unexposed control.
Spectroscopic Measurements. To manufacture infrared fibers, preforms of Te2As 3Ses (TAS) glasses were prepared using a previously described fabrication process. 7
The main steps consist of purifying the starting elements,
distilling the element mixture at high temperature, homogenizing the glass in a silica tube using a rocking furnace, and quenching the silica tube to obtain a rod. In
order to eliminate the internal constraints due to quenching, the preform was annealed at a temperature close to
the glass temperature (Tg = 137°C). The resulting preform was then drawn into a fiber with a diameter of approximately 400 /-1m, as described in Ref. 7. During this
drawing process, the fiber diameter was locally reduced
from 400 /-1m to 100 /-1m along sections 20 cm in length
by controlling the drawing speed and the heating zone of
the glass preform. This part of the fiber constitutes the
sensing zone. It is well known that a local reduction of
the fiber diameter increases the optical sensitivity of the
fiber. 13 ,!4 The fibers used for the experiments have an
overall length of 50 cm, including the length of the sensing zone.
Experiments were carried out with a Tensor 27 Bruker
FTIR coupled to the tapered fiber and an external mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) IR detector. The sensing
zone of the fiber is designed as a U-turn, which is dipped
in a 250 /-1L Pyrex chamber containing the sample to be
analyzed. Figure 1 displays a schematic of this experimental setup. The measurements were carried out at room
temperature. Spectra were obtained at 4 cm-! resolution
with 400 scans taken per spectrum. Every resulting spectrum was baseline corrected using Bruker's proprietary
software, OPUS. The first step of the experiments consisted of recording a reference spectrum after dipping the
tapered sensing zone of the fiber into the 250 /-1L Pyrex
chamber containing a 0.9% NaCI solution. The cell spectra were subsequently recorded with the same fiber after
introducing the pellet of human lung cells (A549) in the
chamber. The absorption of the cells was calculated as
shown in Eq. 1, where INaC! is the intensity of the 0.9%
NaCI spectrum and I cells is the intensity measured when
the cells are in the chamber.
Absorbance = _IOg(Icells )
I NaC!

(1)

The length of contact between the fiber and the analyzed solutions critically affects the FEWS data;!S therefore, the same contact length was strictly used for reference and sample spectra. The cells were allowed to attach
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FIG. 2. Typical FEWS spectrum of human lung cells from a TAS fiber. The figure exhibits several spectral regions as follow: (A) O-H elongation
of water, (B) amide A and B of proteins, (e) CH 2 , CH3 of lipids, (D) saturation due to Se-H bonds from the TAS fiber, (E) amide I and II of
proteins, (F) fatty acids and amino acids, (G) phospholipids and nucleic acids, and (H) polysaccharides.

to the fiber for two hours before the toxic agent was
added into the Pyrex chamber.
Figure 2 shows the IR spectrum collected by FEWS
of healthy cells coated on the fiber in air for 2 min. The
spectrum underlines the validity of the technique for
studying biological compounds. The common spectral
features expected for biological samples are assigned as
follow: O-H elongation of water (A), amide A and B of
proteins (B), CH z and CH3 of lipids (C), amide I and II
of proteins (E), fatty acids and amino acids (F), phospholipids and nucleic acids (G), and polysaccharides (H).
In this figure, the saturation located at 2200 cm- 1 (D) is
due to Se-H bonds from the TAS fiber.
For comparison purposes, transmission FT-IR measurements were performed on the A549 cells under the
same conditions as the FEWS experiment. The chamber
for transmission had a fixed optical path composed of two
CaF windows held at a constant distance with a 25 fLm
thick Teflon separator. Healthy cells and cells with 1 mM
Triton in 0.9% NaCl were introduced in the chamber and
monitored over time. The 0.9% NaCl solution was used
as a background.
The A549 type II alveolar epithelial cells used in this
study are an anchorage-dependent immortalized lung cell
line that form strong attachments to surfaces. It is critical
for the FEWS experiment that the cells generate a strong
contact with the sensing zone of the TAS fiber. The ability of lung cells to adhere to the fiber surface and to live
in contact with the fiber was investigated by optical microscopy and fluorescence imaging. To measure the viability of A549s growing on fibers, a fluorescence assay
was performed using the LIVE/DEAD Reduced Biohazard Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit #1 from Molecular Probes,
Inc. (Eugene, OR). Cells on fibers were incubated for
fifteen minutes in darkness at room temperature with two

fluorescent dyes, each as a 1 :500 dilution of stock material with HEPES-buffered saline solution. SYTO 10
green fluorescent nucleic acid stain stains viable cells.
The Dead Red nucleic acid dye stains non-viable cells.
Cytotoxicity Quantification. For evaluation of cytotoxicity, cells were exposed for various times ranging
from 2 to 24 h before quantification of cell viability. Cellular metabolism was evaluated using an MTT (3(4,5dimethylthiazol-2-yl) 2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide)
assay on the epithelial cells. This tetrazolium salt is
cleaved to formazan by the succinate-tetrazolium reductase system in active mitochondria. 16 The colorimetric assay correlates the amount of formazan dye produced to
the metabolic activity of the cells. More information may
be found in Riley et alY
Cell death was quantified using a commercial non-radioactive LDH (lactate dehydrogenase) release assay
(Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) and
followed manufacturer's procedures. LDH release is an
indicator of damage to plasma membrane integrity. The
LDH activity was determined by adding 100 fLL of the
kit reaction mixture to each well of the 96-well plate on
top of the cell solution already exposed for the desired
time. This was incubated for 30 min at room temperature
protected from light and then read at 492 nm on a plate
reader. Experimental cultures exposed to Triton were
compared to controls of non-exposed cultures and cultures lysed using the surfactant tween-20 to solubilize cell
membranes and release intracellular LDH. Lysed cell
LDH levels were assumed to represent 100% cell death.
As each exposure was performed with confluent monolayers of cells, total available LDH was consistent across
experiments. Each measurement was performed with at
least 8 replicates.
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FIG. 3. Relative metabolic activity of A549 cells exposed to Triton for
24 h compared to unexposed control A549 cells. Error bars not shown
for clarity; standard deviations are typically 5-7% of measurement value.

RESULTS
The sensitivity of the A549 lung cells to varying
amounts of Triton was evaluated for 24 h exposures. The
relative metabolic activity is presented in Fig. 3 for Triton
concentrations from 0.01 to 1.0 mM. Healthy cultures
would have a relative metabolic activity of 100; dead or
damaged cell cultures would have an activity below 20,
the lower bound of the assay.
The dose response relation of A549s to varying Triton
concentrations follows nearly a step change decrease.
This is somewhat unusual as the A549 cells usually respond with a slow decline in culture health with increasing concentration of a stressor. 17 The behavior observed
here is related to the critical micelle concentration of Triton, which is approximately 0.26 mM.Is Below this, Triton causes only minimal damage; above this concentration Triton solubilizes portions of the cell membrane,
leaving holes through which intracellular compounds
may pass. This mechanism is supported by measurements
of the release of LDH, normally an intracellular enzyme
(Fig. 4). Only a small amount of LDH is present in the
culture media upon exposure of the cells to 0.05 mM.
Exposure to 0.07 mM leads to some release, indicative
of damage to a moderate number of cells. Exposure to
higher amounts of Triton leads to the release of nearly
all the available LDH, indicative of loss of membrane
integrity by most cells.
These biochemical analyses provide information on the
concentration sensitivity of the A549 cells and on mechanisms and timing of damage resulting from exposure to
a surfactant such as Triton. The presence of some residual
metabolic activity even when significant amounts of LDH
are released indicates that membrane damage occurs at
an earlier time than do intracellular changes to cellular
functions such as metabolism. The information from
these biochemical analyses was used to select the Triton
concentrations and time of evaluation for the spectroscopic analyses.
Figure 5 shows fluorescence images and a bright field
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FIG. 4. Release of LDH (lactate dehydrogenase) after 2.5 h, compared
to unexposed control. LDH release is commonly used as an indicator
of the integrity of a cell membrane.

micrograph of the fiber covered with lung cells. These
images illustrate that cells do attach to the fiber surface
and are mostly deposited in a uniform layer. Nearly confluent coverage is obtained with cell attachment to the
fibers. A majority of the cells maintain viability at the
fiber surface. The conditions of cell attachment and homogeneous distribution are ideal for the FEWS experiment. These cells are approximately 10 /-Lm in diameter
and approximately 3-4 /-Lm in height and they form tight
connections to surfaces through focal contacts. The membrane-to-surface separation distance varies from 10 to 20
nm at the adhesion site, to up to 200 nm for other areas
of the cell.
Upon exposure to Triton, the A549 cells undergo a
slow physiological change as displayed in Fig. 6. When
exposed to low concentrations of Triton (0.025 mM) for
up to 60 min (b), cell morphology changes little compared to that of unexposed controls (a). Both images display normal cuboidal cell morphology with tight connections to the surface. After exposure to 0.1 mM Triton for
60 min (Fig. 6c), the cells begin to lose their tight packing and appear to be more round; however, nearly all cells
remain attached for at least 120 min (not shown). Exposure to very high Triton concentrations of 0.25 mM
(Fig. 6d) shows a substantial change in morphology with
an increase in the rounding of cells. Nearly all cells remain attached to the surface with a loss of cell coverage
only on the order of 5%.
Figure 7 demonstrates that cells stay attached to the
chalcogenide fiber during the full course of the FEWS
experiment. The figure shows the tapered portion of the
fiber after completion of the experiment and confirms that
even after four hours of exposure to 1 mM Triton the
cells still maintain a monolayer at the fiber surface.
The FEWS spectra of viable A549 human lung cells
are shown in Fig. 8a for the range 2800-3050 cm- I , corresponding to membrane lipids. Several cell spectra collected over increasing periods of time are plotted on the
same figure and are shown to superimpose. This plot indicates that the spectral signatures of live cells do not
change during the first hour and only exhibit a slight
decrease in intensity after four hours. These spectroscopic
data corroborate the fluorescence data in showing that the

FIG. 5. Optical photomicrographs of a chalcogenide fiber after cell attachment. Each image shows the same field. Image on the left hand side
employed bright field microscopy, and images on the right show fluorescence photomicrographs with cells labeled with two dyes; green on the top
indicates viable cells, red on the bottom image indicates non-viable cells.

FIG. 6. Photomicrographs of A549 cells on plastic tissue culture dishes after 60 min of exposure to Triton. (a) Control , (b) 0.025 mM Triton, (c)
0.1 mM Triton, and (d) 0.25 mM Triton. Cells are placed on untreated tissue culture plastic. Magnification of 250x .
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FiG. 7.

Photomicrograph of the cell monolayer on the fiber surface after a completed FEWS experiment. The cells were deposited on the tapered
sensing zone of the chalcogenide fiber and exposed to I mM Triton for 4 h.

cells are viable for an extended period of time at the fiber
surface. It can therefore be assumed that the fiber/cell
system is steady over time and provides a stable basis to
study the effect of toxic agent addition to the cell environment.
Figure 8b displays the membrane lipid spectral region
of cells exposed to 1 mM Triton in 0.9% NaCI solution.
The two main bands at 2852 cm- 1 and 2922 cm- 1 are
attributed to CH 2 asymmetric and symmetric vibrations,
respectively, and the two lower intensity bands at 2874
cm- I and 2960 cm- 1 correspond to the symmetric and
asymmetric CH3 vibrations, respectively.19 The series of
spectra in Fig. 8b correspond to different times of exposure to Triton up to a period of four hours. These spectra were baseline corrected but were not normalized. A
global decrease in intensity is observed, which could be
associated with the change in cell morphology shown by
optical microscopy. While the cells round up, their attachment to the fiber is altered and the interaction with
the evanescent wave decreases.
The second important feature that can be noted in Fig.
8b is the intensity decrease of the symmetric and asymmetric CH 2 bands relative to the CH3 bands. In order to
underline and quantify that effect, all spectra were normalized with respect to the asymmetric CH3 band as
shown in Fig. 8c. The asymmetric CH3 vibration was
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arbitrarily chosen as a reference band for normalization.
It should be noted that the corresponding symmetric CH 3

does not exactly mirror the behavior of the asymmetric
CH3 , but rather undergoes small fluctuations. However,
after normalization, a net decrease in the intensity of the
CH 2 bands can be observed relative to the CH3 bands.
The decay of the CH 2 bands appears steady and continuous with time throughout the duration of the measurement.
In order to investigate the kinetics of the decay of the
CH2 bands, spectra were recorded at regular time intervals ranging from one hour before triton addition to three
hours after addition. The results are presented in Fig. 9
in the form of the ratio between the CH 2 bands and the
reference asymmetric CH3 band. The band ratios were
calculated by deconvoluting each spectrum into independent bands and taking the ratio of the band areas. Figure
9a shows the ratio of the symmetric CH 2 with the reference band, while Fig. 9b shows the ratio of the asymmetric CH 2 with the reference. The decay depicted in
both figures is consistent and shows that the effect of
Triton is mostly complete after 20 to 40 min.
Figure 9 also shows the spectral response for a range
of Triton concentrations. Triton causes rapid cell damage
for concentrations as low as 0.03 mM; higher concentrations do not alter the rate of cell damage significantly.
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The observed decrease in CH2 peak: intensity is systematic and reproducible for all the Tritoh concentrations investigated by FEWS.
The spectral response of the A549 epithelial cells was
also investigated by transmission FT-IR spectroscopy.
Figure 10 shows a series of transmission spectra of cells
exposed to 1 mM Triton for up to 60 min. The spectral
response in transmission is quite different from the
FEWS experiment and only a very minor decrease in CH 2
peaks is observed. Transmission spectra were also collected for different concentrations of Triton and they all
showed the same minor response. This disparity in response between the two techniques underlines the fundamental difference between transmission and evanescent
wave spectroscopy.
DISCUSSION
The large variation between Figs. Sc and 10 illustrate
one of the potential benefits of using FEWS versus trans-

mission as an analytical technique for studying cell membrane integrity. The main difference between the two
techniques is the spatial region of the cell that is being
probed. Transmission spectroscopy probes the entire volume of the cell while FEWS offers a localized probing
of the cell membrane, at least within a limited spectral
region. During total internal reflection at the interface between two media of different refractive index, an electromagnetic disturbance exists in the medium beyond the
reflecting interface. It is the evanescent wave whose electric field decays exponentially with distance from the interface. Using basic theoretical principles of infrared reflection spectroscopy, Harrick6 defines the depth of penetration d p of the evanescent wave as:
A.
d =-------p
21T(n~sin2Eli - n0112

(2)

where A. is the wavelength, n 2 and n) are the indices of
the denser and rarer media, respectively, and Eli is the
angle of incidence of the wave in the fiber. The parameter
d p does not strictly represent the depth sampled during
the IRS experiment but is rather defined as the depth at
which the electric field drops to lie of its initial value at
the surface. 20 This signifies that the major part of the
signal originates from a layer of thickness d p • Equation 2
shows that d p is a function of the wavelength but also of
the respective refractive indices and the incident angle Eli'
In a chalcogenide fiber, the limit incident angle is controlled by the numerical aperture of the fiber. Because the
index of the glass is large (n 2 = 2.S) compared to the
surrounding medium (n l = 1.3), the numerical aperture
is larger than 1, and according to Snell's law, the maximum angle of propagation of a light ray coupled into a
perpendicular section of the fiber is El t = 21°. 21 Hence,
the minimum angle incident on the fiber surface is Eli =
90 - El t = 69°, so that the range of possible incident
APPLIED SPECTROSCOPY
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FIG. 10.

Transmission FT-IR spectra of live human lung cells exposed to 1 mM Triton in a 0.9% NaCI solution.

angles is 90° :s 8i < 69°. Figure 11 shows a plot of d p as
a function of wavelength for the condition described
above. The penetration depth is almost a micrometer for
low wavenumbers. However, it is shown that the penetration depth becomes very small for high wavenumbers.
For the spectral range of interest 2800-3000 cm-I, the
penetration depth reaches a maximum between 200 and
250 nm.
An important factor in the interpretation of our results
lies in the strength of connection between the A549 cells
and the fibers. Adherent cell types are known to have
close contact to their underlying substratum only at a
small number of regions. This leads to separation distances between cell surface and substrata ranging from
10 to 200 nm. The variation in separation distance is due
to the presence of elongated attachment zones or focal
adhesions, which are connected to the interior cytoarchitecture. The distance between cell membrane and the substrate varies from intimate contact at the focal adhesion
site «20 nm) up to several hundred nanometers. Izzard
and Lochner22 identified focal contacts with cell-to-sub-

strate separations of 10-15 nm alongside areas of close
contact with 30-50 nm separations and regions of wider
separation ranging from 100-140 nm. Bereiter-Hahn et
al. 23 reported focal contacts with cell-to-substrate distance
of <20 nm and the most typical separation at 70 nm and
between 150-200 nm. A mammalian cell membrane is
typically 5-10 nm thick. The penetration depth of our IR
light is on the order of 200 nm for 3000-2800 cm- I light,
but up to 600 nm in the signature region at 1400-1000
cm -I. Therefore, our technique is probing different parts
of the cell at different wavelengths, which would account
for the strong membrane lipid signals found around 2900
cm- I and the more complex signals from the entirety of
the cell probed with longer wavelengths. Since the light
penetration is on the order of 200 nm in the lipid region,
we are probing mainly the 10 nm thick cell membrane
and roughly 50 nm into the cytoplasm. This represents
only a small portion of the cellular biomass compared
with that evaluated with transmission measurements. This
explains the major difference between the FEWS and the
transmission signal in the lipid region because the latter
..
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corresponds to the sum of contribution from phospholipid
membranes inside the cell including those around endosomes, endoplasmic reticulum, or golgi,2 which are not
affected by Triton. This would also explain why we do
not see a significant change of the phospholipid signal in
the P0 2- stretching region at 1089 and 1242 cm- 1,24 because the interior of the cell is being probed in this range
of wavelengths but only the plasma membrane is being
damaged by Triton, and its contribution to the total lipid
signal is minimal.
The Triton micelles present in the film of medium between the cell membrane and fiber surface rapidly alter
the lipid bilayer as indicated by the spectral response observed in FEWS. However, the cell-to-surface attachment
is not compromised and the cells adhere to the surface
even through long exposure to Triton, as shown in Figs.
6 and 7. Triton is known to permeabilize the cell membrane; however, it has been demonstrated that it does not
affect the focal adhesion sites of the cell. 25.26
The results presented here demonstrate that FEWS can
be employed to monitor the response of living lung cells
to the presence of membrane damaging agents. Changes
in the cell membrane appear more rapidly in the spectroscopic studies due to a finer time resolution available with
these methods; the biochemical assays require a longer
incubation time for analysis. Additionally, the spectroscopic method is more sensitive and permits the detection
of membrane damage induced by Triton concentration as
low as 0.03 mM. This greater sensitivity is due to the
fact that FEWS directly probes the membrane vibrational
modes while biochemical assays indirectly probe the effect of membrane damage such as decrease in metabolism
or release of intracellular material.
This work has a number of potential extensions for the
detection of biological and chemical toxins that would
impact cells of the lung. For example, there is great interest in quantifying the impact of combustion-derived
particulate matter (PM), such as PM 2.5 and PM lO , for detecting indoor inhalation health hazards, and for quantifying agents of biological warfare. The response displayed here is fairly ubiquitous in that the decay of cell
membrane features does not provide information on the
specific toxin that the cells have encountered. However,
such a broad-range response is desirable for evaluating
the presence of some unknown inhalation health hazards.
CONCLUSION
Our studies with Triton X-lOO, a surfactant commonly
employed in biological studies, indicate that the cell
membrane is altered. The cell response can be quantified
through monitoring the symmetric and asymmetric CH 2
and CH3 bands. The comparison of FEWS and transmission spectra shows that fiber spectroscopy offers an unprecedented spatial resolution to study the cell membrane. Conventional infrared microspectrometry cannot
reach this resolution even with a synchrotron source. 27
The alterations observed spectroscopically are supported
by traditional biochemical analyses using two cellular as-

says. Use of this fiber-mediated sensing of the cell response opens many possibilities for quantifying cellular
response in a variety of environments outside of a laboratory setting. The measurements are very rapid and sensitive, indicating a change in cellular behavior within
minutes of exposure to small concentrations of toxicant.
This time and concentration resolution is significantly
greater than that which could be achieved with most traditional biochemical analyses.
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